
SENTIA THE GLOBAL SCHOOL 

CLASS VI      PT 1 REVISION PAPER     SUB: COMPUTER 

SECTION A 
I. Answer the following questions:         

a) Differentiate between Interpreter and Compiler.   
b) What is Main document? 
c) What do you understand by mail merge?     
d) What is windows media player? 
e) What do you understand by burning a CD?    
f) How will you display two application windows side by side? 
e) What are the features of high level language? 
f) What is a data source? 
g) Differentiate between burn a CD and Rip a CD? 
h) How many documents are combined while using Mail Merge feature? Name them. 
i) How is assembly language different from machine language? 
j) What do you mean by machine language? 
 

SECTION B                                                 
I. Fill in the blanks:                                           

a) A _______________ is a set of instructions which tells the computer what to do? 

b) In ___________________________ folder, you can store digital photos, images and graphic files. 

c) _____________________ was the first interactive computer game. 

d) The data source can be created in ____________ database file. 

d) Windows Mobile software powers advanced devices that allow the user to ___________and ________ 

e-mail and browse the Internet. 

e) ____________ language uses mnemonic codes or symbols. 
f) ____________ language consists of sets of binary numbers i.e. 0 and 1. 
g) When you rip music, you are ______songs from a CD to a computer. 
h) ______________key helps us to move between fields while typing the data. 
i) A ______________ mark gives an indication that a record is selected. 
 
II. State true or false:                            

a) Field is a column in a data source that contains one type of information.  (                   ) 

b) Sound Recorder facility is available in Windows Media Player folder.   (                   ) 

c) Each programming language has its own specific rules and syntax.   (                   ) 

d) Disk cleanup is used to play and organize digital media files.    (                   ) 

e) Data source contains the text that we wish to send to all the recipients.  (  ) 
f) Programming is the process of writing specific instruction in a computer language. (  ) 
g) Burning a CD and ripping a CD is one and the same thing.    (  ) 
h) Merge field is the feature that is used to combine a recipient list with a main document.(  ) 
i) Windows mobile software is used to play and organize digital media files.  (  ) 
 
III. Multiple choice questions:                   

a) ________________ is a row on a datasheet which consist of a number of fields. 

     i. Field     ii. Record   iii. Database 
b) ________________ is a new feature in windows 7, which takes you right to the documents, pictures or 
website that you use frequently 
     i. Jump Lists          ii. Peek           iii. Rip 



c) An ____________________ converts a high level language program into machine language, line by line 
     i. Assembler          ii. Compiler         iii. Interpreter 
d) To free up disk space & help your computer to run faster, use_________ 
     i. Windows Media Player      ii. Disk Cleanup        iii. Windows Media Center 
e) A program written in the assembly language is called ____________________ 
     i. Assembler    ii. Source Program         iii. Object Program 
f) The _____________ feature allows you to peer past all your open windows straight to the Windows 
desktop. 
 i) Jump List   ii) Aero Peek   iii) Windows Media Player 
g) The program converted into machine language by the translator is called ______________ 
  i. Assembler    ii. Source Program        iii. Object Program 
h)To create a new recipients list, select ____________radio button under Select recipient section. 
 i) Use an existing list  ii. Select from outlook contacts iii) Type a new list 
 
IV. Answer in one word or one sentence:     

a) Anita wants to record her voice with the help of microphone. Which options would you suggest to her to 
use?  
b) Where do you enter the records that are to be associated with the main document? 
c) Kabir’s aunt was a computer programmer during the 3rd generation of computer language. Which kind of 
language was she using then? 
d) Agrim wants to celebrate his birthday with his classmate. He wants to send a personal invitation to each 
of his classmate without typing their names and addresses time and again. Which method could he use to 
fulfill the requirement? 
e) In Mail Merge, where do we organize data in tabular form along with the field names? 
f) Which tab do you select to execute mail merge option? 
g)Medha has made her project and saved it on her computer, but she forgot the location where she had 
saved it. Suggest to her the best way to search her project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


